WHAT THEY SAY
The press says:
"Could give U.S. greenbacks a run for their money"
- Los Angeles Times
"A concept almost anyone can get behind"
- The Utne Reader
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2009 SILVER LIBERTY $20
Pure .999 Fine Silver
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®

"As good as silver"
- The Austin American-Statesman
Users say:
"This is a blast - the word's getting out"
- B. Ibarra, Buda TX

Good for You, Local Business
and Our Country

"Given time, it'll be as common as credit cards"
- T. Curtis, Calabassas CA

IT’S INFLATION PROOF: Because the Liberty
Dollar is 100% gold & silver, it protects your money
from inflation. Using the Liberty Dollar does not add to
our national debt, in fact it is the solution. Use of the
Liberty Dollar is your positive, proactive, peaceful and
profitable solution to inflation.

"I simply hand them the currency as payment. 95%
of the businesses accept it"
- C. Athanas, Austin TX

IT'S LEGAL BUT NOT BANKABLE: It is legal to
voluntarily use the Liberty Dollar with any business that
accepts it and your bank is free not to accept it.
IT'S FAIR: Use of the Liberty Dollar represents fair
value for both the customer and merchant. Simply offer
it to your customer or merchant and ask them to use the
Liberty Dollar to protect them from inflation.
IT’S VALUABLE: Gold and silver have been used as
money worldwide since the beginning of time because
they have intrinsic value, which means Gold & Silver
can never be totally worthless.
IT'S HONEST OPPORTUNITY: The Liberty Dollar
puts people first. Never misrepresent the Liberty Dollar
as “legal tender” as it is not issued by the government.
Simply use it as a private voluntary barter currency and
profit.
IT'S GOOD FOR LOCAL COMMUNITIES: Liberty
Dollars spent in a community stay in that community, for
the advantage of the community. That protects the local
economy and helps it prosper. Everyone benefits with
the Liberty Dollar.
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America’s Inflation Proof Currency™

Real Gold & Silver
Currency
Since 1998

"It's fun, and very simple"
- L Farrenkopf, Victor MT
"I now pay for my lunch in real money"
- V. Callaway, Tahoma WA
"The evils of this deluge of paper money are not to be
removed until our citizens are generally and radically
instructed in their cause and consequences, and silence
by their authority the interested clamors and sophistry
of speculating, shaving, and banking institutions. Till
then ... [it will] deliver up our citizens, their property
and their labor, passive victims to the swindling tricks
of bankers."
- Thomas Jefferson to John Adams,
1819. ME 15:185
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225 N. Stockwell
Evansville, IN 47715
1.888.LIB.DOLLAR
1.888.421.6181
Email Info@LibertyDollar.org
Visit www.LibertyDollar.org
Disclaimer available online 0309

Private Voluntary Barter Currency™
PVBC

CALL: 888.LIB.DOLLAR
www.LibertyDollar.org

25 CENT GASOLINE

LIBERTY DOLLAR BENEFITS YOU

LIBERTY DOLLAR ®

Remember when gas was only 25-cents a gallon? You
could buy four gallons for a buck! At that time our dollar
was backed by silver. Guess what? That same amount of
silver still buys four gallons of gas today! That proves that
real money like gold and silver holds its value and the US
dollar is now worth a lot less. As a matter of fact, when you
think about it, gas, food, and almost everything else has
NOT gotten more expensive. It only seems that way because
the value of the US dollar is worth less and less and so it
takes more and more of it to buy the same goods and services.
Most people think prices have gone up, but in reality, it is
the value of the US dollar that has actually gone down.

Now you have a clear choice of money. Are you ready to
grow and protect your money or will
you continue to lose your
purchasing power as the
US dollar depreciates?

- 100% moral, legal, and constitutional

MONEY STORY IN PICTURES
Look at these graphs. As the National Debt
has risen, the Purchasing Power of the US
dollar has fallen. In fact since 1913 when the
Federal Reserve was created by Congress,
the government reports that up to 2001 the
US dollar lost 96% of its purchasing power!
National Debt

Purchasing Power

The national debt has climbed to
alarming levels since 1913.

As a result, the US dollar has lost 96%
of its purchasing power since 1913.

Source: U.S. Treasury, Bureau of the
Public Debt

Source: U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI

DEBT AND INFLATION
The Federal Reserve creates inflation when it issues US
dollars backed by government debt. From 1913, when
the Federal Reserve was created by Congress to 2001,
the national debt grew to $6 trillion. In the next three
years it climbed sharply by another trillion dollars in 2004.
In the following four years, approximately a trillion per
year was added and the national debt is now almost $11
trillion! The government now projects to add TWO trillion
dollars to the national debt in 2009! This alarming acceleration of the national debt means you are rapidly losing
your purchasing power. Fortunately there is a simple and
profitable solution to the mounting inflation - good oldfashioned money – Gold and Silver Liberty Dollars. Call
888.LIB.DOLLAR to order.

Just as FedEx®
brought choice to
the US Post
Office, the
Liberty Dollar
brings choice
to the US dollar and protection for your purchasing power.
The Liberty Dollar is
100% inflation
Not Shown
proof. It is real gold
Actual Size
and silver money that
you can use just like cash
wherever it is accepted voluntarily for everyday purchases
at your grocery store, dentist, or gas station.
Remember how you felt the first time you held a Liberty
Dollar? Remember the thrill of holding real silver money?
Now share that thrill everywhere you shop. When you are
paying, ask the cashier, “Would you like plastic, paper or
Silver?” Then reach out and drop the Liberty Dollar in the
cashier’s hand. Join the fun by simply offering the Liberty
Dollar for all your goods and services.
Join over 100,000 Americans, just like yourself, who are
preserving their purchasing power by using $40,000,000
Liberty Dollars throughout the national Liberty Economy.
Start protecting and profiting by getting the
Liberty Dollar for less than its $20 face value
and use it for $20 to PROFIT. Just like AAA
and AARP, there are benefits to joining the
Liberty Economy.
Discover the Liberty Dollar - it's fun, easy and profitable!
Just call 888.LIB.DOLLAR or 888.421.6181 and start
protecting your money, family, and country from higher
prices. Act today to protect and profit tomorrow.

- 100% value backed of gold & silver
- 100% negotiable on a voluntary basis
- 100% exchangeable into US dollars
- Exchanges one-to-one for US dollars
- Circulates one-to-one with US dollars
- America’s inflation proof currency
- Federal Reserve reaction: "So be it."
- U.S. Treasury legal staff says: "Legitimate."
- Secret Service declares it is: “Not counterfeit.”
- $20 Silver Liberty contains one ounce of silver
- $500 Gold Liberty contains quarter ounce of gold
- Private Voluntary Barter Currency (PVBC)

NEW $20 SILVER BASE
Currently the Liberty Dollar is at the $20 Silver Base and
a nominal face value of $20. Every 2009 Silver Liberty
contains one Troy ounce of pure .999 fine silver and is
minted in Brilliant Uncirculated condition. Get them at a
discount to their face value and use them as private
voluntary barter currency for $20 and profit.
$500 Gold Liberty with one-quarter ounce of .9999
fine gold was also introduced and minted in Brilliant
Uncirculated condition.

ELEVENTH ANNIVERSARY
1998-2009
Liberty Dollar commemorated its anniversary by
adding three innovations to the Gold and Silver Liberty
Dollar: The PVBC acronym was added for “Private
Voluntary Barter Currency,” the MSRP acronym was
added to identify the face value as the “Manufacturer’s
Suggested Retail Price” and the NFV acronym to identify
$20 as the “Nominal Face Value.”
The Liberty Dollar provides a safe, proven, simple,
solution that protects your savings and purchasing
power from inflation at a profit. For more info or to
convert your US dollars to Liberty Dollars visit
www.LibertyDollar.org or call 888.LIB.DOLLAR today.

